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Free reading Funky chickens puffin poetry Copy
enter the crazy world of rap poet benjamin zephaniah a reissue of the wonderfully irreverent collection of poetry for young people
touching on anything from vegetables to the queen and from sewage to the sun there s plenty of humour as well as poems on racism
pollution and the murder of a cat a collection of sixty humorous and nonsense poems humorous poems and illustrations about chickens a
reissue of talking turkeys by street poet benjamin zephaniah talking turkeys is an unconventional collection of straight talking poems
about heroes revolutions racism love and animal rights among other subjects that will entice many new readers to poetry it is his very
first ground breaking children s poetry collection playful clever and provocative this is performance poetry on the page at its very best
benjamin zephaniah was born in birmingham and then spent some of his early years in jamaica he came to london when he was 22 and his
first book of poetry for adults was published soon after he appears regularly on radio and tv including a desert island discs appearance
literary festivals and has also taken part in plays and films he is most well known for his performance poetry with a political edge for both
children and adults and gritty teenage fiction his collections talking turkeys wicked world and funky chickens broke new ground in
children s poetry he is the only rastafarian poet to be short listed for the chairs of poetry for both oxford and cambridge university and has
been listed in the times list of 50 greatest postwar writers benjamin now lives in lincolnshire for use in schools and libraries only silly
minnie finds herself in all kinds of trouble when she accepts a balloon ride from a crafty fox and it is up to her sensible friend harriet to
rescue her ducks chickens other fowl things is a collection of poetry written by a young woman in pain who used writing as a therapeutic
outlet it deals with subjects which anyone who has butted heads with adversity can certainly relate to using a directness not normally
found in poetry the author takes you on a journey through the trials she has had to face and hopes that the words in her book might help
others find peace in their lives the classic tale of the hen who has no one to help her grow harvest and mill the wheat but several who
want to eat the fruit of her labors talking books sets out to show how some of the leading children s authors of the day respond to these
and other similar questions the authors featured are neil ardley ian beck helen cresswell gillian cross terry deary berlie doherty alan
durant brian moses philip pullman celia rees norman silver jacqueline wilson and benjamin zephaniah they discuss with great enthusiasm
their childhood reading habits how they came to be published how they write on a daily basis how a particular book came together a type
of writing that they are especially known for through in depth interviews they each reveal their approach to their craft much is know and
spoken of the product that is the children s book but it is rare that writers are given the opportunity to talk at length about the process of
writing for children talking books redresses the balance by presenting a wide selection of authors of fiction non fiction and poetry
reflecting upon the joys and challenges of the craft creativity and process of writing for children this is a fully up dated guide for teachers
and trainees containing a new chapter on getting boys into books plus an extended directory and plenty suggestions for further reading
although reading is essential for every subject very little attention has been paid to how it is taught especially in secondary schools this
practical guide shows teachers how they can improve their students reading skills using a variety of strategies including setting up
reading clubs celebrating world book day and creating a reader friendly school brimming with top tips and innovative advice this book will
prove invaluable to teachers everywhere welcome to the wild and wicked words of benjamin zephaniah you ll find loads of cool people
who make up our world in this rapping happening hip hop collection from the south pole to mongolia and the himalayas this is a real
world tour of poems about people and places cultures and nationalities across our planet includes poems about inuits celts the history of
britain maories the dalai lama the north and south poles and much more a rhyming round the world trip poems that bounce up from the
page and demand to be read rapped sung and hip hopped aloud independent on sunday a celebratory anthology of the best of puffin
poetry publishing including poems by roger mcgough michael rosen charles causley benjamin zephaniah jackie kay spike milligan john
agard brian patten allan ahlberg and kit wright each poet s work is illustrated by a different artist such as emma chichester clark fritz
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wegner and korky paul an exciting and creative approaches that links literacy and oracy in a way that children will enjoy performing
poetry is also proven to boost self esteem includes audio downloadable resources with recordings of published poets and children
performing their own work activities to develop speaking and listening skills model poems from which to work guidelines for progressing
through the writing and performance process a three stage model preparation writing performing this collection of poetry explores a
variety of ordinary and extraordinary moments in life from the perspective of a mother hen and her brood of chicks it offers a charming
and unique view of the world and the joys and challenges of family life this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the connection between childhood and poetry runs deep and yet poetry written for children
has been neglected by criticism and resists prevailing theories of children s literature drawing on walter ong s theory of orality and on
iain mcgilchrist s work on brain function this book develops a new theoretical framework for the study of children s poetry from tongue to
text argues that the poem is a multimodal form that exists in the borderlands between the world of experience and the world of language
and between orality and literacy places that children themselves inhabit engaging with a wide range of poetry from nursery rhymes and
christina rossetti to michael rosen and carol ann duffy debbie pullinger demonstrates how these tactful works are shaped by the dynamics
of orality and textuality rap along with benjamin zephaniah to the beat of his unique performance poetry poems taken mainly from the
books talking turkeys and funky chickens excerpt from mother carey s chickens a book of verse mother carey s chickens when seas were
calm and far away blue sky and dark blue water met as tranquil as the day wherein there brooded not a cloudy threat they hung o er
ocean s gently heaving breast flitting with languid grace from crest to crest when waves uprearing high and fierce curved stalwart necks
in wild disdain the little waifs yet onward plied tangle in nets of flying mane hoping perchance to find at last a nest in the vague distance
of the gray bound west about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this book summarizes the
lives of the great black people that have made great contributions to the lives of many worldwide the book has brief detailed biographies
of black activists scientists educators entertainers musicians inventors politicians authors sportsmen women and others who have
surpassed the normal to make historical marks on society the biographical account of each individual provides relevant dates events and
achievements by the individual there are pictures and excellent drawings that highlight particular moments in history this is one of the
greatest pieces of work on black history and it will appeal to everyone including students groups universities libraries schools and anyone
interested in history of black people in the world a great new collection of poetry wide ranging in both form and subject matter full of
brian patten s wonderful wit and moments of beauty as in geraniums in the snow like children snuggling down under a white duvet slowly
the red geraniums vanish under the snow brilliantly complemented by chris riddell s illustrations in these pages you will find poems about
an itch an afternoon of play the joys of surfing the internet the fear of an injection going on a picnic buses holidays racial discrimination
frogs rats and lizards and almost anything you can think of this lively and inspiring collection of poems for children is an introduction to
the variety and sheer joy of poetry an illustrated collection of poems by famous children s poets it s finally summer and amber brown is
going to london to visit her aunt pam and then to paris to visit with her father she is one excited kid before she goes and one itchy kid
when she arrives mosquito bites she thinks chicken pox she finds out is her vacation completely ruined and now that she can t go to paris
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how will she be able to convince her dad to move back home this anthology has been revised and updated and now features contemporary
poets such as benjamin zephaniah and grace nichols sitting alongside the classic voices of thomas hardy and w b yeats black authors and
illustrators of books for children and young adults is a biographical dictionary that provides comprehensive coverage of all major authors
and illustrators past and present as the only reference volume of its kind available this book is a valuable research tool that provides quick
access for anyone studying black children s literature whether one is a student a librarian charged with maintaining a children s literature
collection or a scholar of children s literature the fourth edition of this renowned reference work illuminates african american
contributions to children s literature and books for young adults the new edition contains updated and new information for existing author
illustrator entries the addition of approximately 50 new profiles and a new section listing online resources of interest to the authors and
readers of black children s literature discusses children s poetry the techniques and forms of poetry and related topics and provides
advice for teachers on such aspects of using poetry in the classroom as reading aloud dramatization and student poetry writing this book
invites the reader to jump into a selection of humorous and nonsensical poems written by people from different places and times it gives
the reader the keys needed to unlock poems it equips the reader to explore the meanings that a poem has and it explains the techniques
poets use to create their effects ellray jakes is tired of being bullied by fellow classmate jared matthews but when ellray tries to defend
himself he winds up in trouble then his dad offers him a deal if he stays out of trouble for one week they ll go to disneyland ellray says he
can do it but saying it and doing it are two very different things carry me away beyond the cusp of the hemisphere all the way back to the
start of time the start of time and the start of poetry are very tightly entwined whether you subscribe to a big bang or the touch of a
creator either event yields images at once breathtaking and diffi cult to describe in other words poems still we try our best from the most
renowned poet to the youngest schoolchild we are all searching for meaning and in those few fl eeting moments when we feel like perhaps
we ve unearthed some small explanatory fragment our instincts are the same to take up a pen and share what we ve discovered with
those we know and love this collection is my attempt to share the few small truths i ve stumbled upon during my journey from here to
wherever i m headed a feel good story about josh and his cantankerous pet hen semolina semolina can talk and in return for prawn
crackers and the odd beer she tells josh all the animal gossip the problem is that no one believes she can talk and josh s warning about a
fox on the loose in the chicken house is laughed at until it is too late underscored by the drama of josh s mother having to stay in hospital
until her new baby is born son we re not good layers this has a humorous folksy feel that will appeal to 9 11 year olds a collection of
children s poetry written in the twentieth century a joy to read with small children independent an uplifting celebration of nature and the
wonder of the world around us by legendary poet and performer benjamin zephaniah one of the times top 50 british post war writers at
the bottom of my garden there s a hedgehog and a frog and a lot of creepy crawlies living underneath a log all around us from parks to
gardens and flowerpots to pavements there s a world of wonder just waiting to be discovered why not look a little closer and see what you
find this joyful celebration of nature reminds us all to take a closer look at the world around us and enjoy the wonder of nature wherever
we find it packed with animals and minibeasts galore this imaginative rhyming text is perfect for reading aloud utterly brilliant poetry i is
an amazing celebration a wonderful collection of poems by ten outstanding poets there is something here for all the family to share and
enjoy time after time there are ten sections in the book all illustrated in glorious full colour by a different illustrator each as varied in their
style as the poets and an interview with the relevant poet begins each section so you can find out a little more about them the mix of
vibrant colours and highly individual voices make this unique poetry collection truly and utterly brilliant trapped behind the barbed wire
fence of tweedy s farm fearing for their very lives ginger bunty babs and fowler are chickens with a mission ginger and her fellow flock
are determined to make a break for freedom before they end up in the evil mrs tweedy s chicken pie machine but every escape goes fowl
when they are caught out by the oafish mr tweedy when an all american flying rooster named rocky makes a crash landing into the farm
however ginger sees her chance these chickens won t cross the road they ll fly the coop together they prove that chickens are anything
but as they engage in a daring and spectacular escape excerpt from prairie chickens i see and love to see them for the pleasure yields i
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hear and love to hear them while i may i meet and love to meet them and i greet and love to greet them but i miss my prairie chickens
every day about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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Funky Chickens 2018-10-04
enter the crazy world of rap poet benjamin zephaniah a reissue of the wonderfully irreverent collection of poetry for young people
touching on anything from vegetables to the queen and from sewage to the sun there s plenty of humour as well as poems on racism
pollution and the murder of a cat

Unspun Socks from a Chicken's Laundry 1981
a collection of sixty humorous and nonsense poems

Chicken Scratches 2010-03-03
humorous poems and illustrations about chickens

The Blue Hen's Chickens 2012-05-01
a reissue of talking turkeys by street poet benjamin zephaniah talking turkeys is an unconventional collection of straight talking poems
about heroes revolutions racism love and animal rights among other subjects that will entice many new readers to poetry it is his very
first ground breaking children s poetry collection playful clever and provocative this is performance poetry on the page at its very best
benjamin zephaniah was born in birmingham and then spent some of his early years in jamaica he came to london when he was 22 and his
first book of poetry for adults was published soon after he appears regularly on radio and tv including a desert island discs appearance
literary festivals and has also taken part in plays and films he is most well known for his performance poetry with a political edge for both
children and adults and gritty teenage fiction his collections talking turkeys wicked world and funky chickens broke new ground in
children s poetry he is the only rastafarian poet to be short listed for the chairs of poetry for both oxford and cambridge university and has
been listed in the times list of 50 greatest postwar writers benjamin now lives in lincolnshire

Talking Turkeys 1995-08-03
for use in schools and libraries only silly minnie finds herself in all kinds of trouble when she accepts a balloon ride from a crafty fox and it
is up to her sensible friend harriet to rescue her

Wings 1988
ducks chickens other fowl things is a collection of poetry written by a young woman in pain who used writing as a therapeutic outlet it
deals with subjects which anyone who has butted heads with adversity can certainly relate to using a directness not normally found in
poetry the author takes you on a journey through the trials she has had to face and hopes that the words in her book might help others
find peace in their lives
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Ducks, Chickens and Other Fowl Things 2001-10
the classic tale of the hen who has no one to help her grow harvest and mill the wheat but several who want to eat the fruit of her labors

The Little Red Hen 1995
talking books sets out to show how some of the leading children s authors of the day respond to these and other similar questions the
authors featured are neil ardley ian beck helen cresswell gillian cross terry deary berlie doherty alan durant brian moses philip pullman
celia rees norman silver jacqueline wilson and benjamin zephaniah they discuss with great enthusiasm their childhood reading habits how
they came to be published how they write on a daily basis how a particular book came together a type of writing that they are especially
known for through in depth interviews they each reveal their approach to their craft much is know and spoken of the product that is the
children s book but it is rare that writers are given the opportunity to talk at length about the process of writing for children talking books
redresses the balance by presenting a wide selection of authors of fiction non fiction and poetry reflecting upon the joys and challenges of
the craft creativity and process of writing for children

Talking Books 2013-01-11
this is a fully up dated guide for teachers and trainees containing a new chapter on getting boys into books plus an extended directory and
plenty suggestions for further reading although reading is essential for every subject very little attention has been paid to how it is taught
especially in secondary schools this practical guide shows teachers how they can improve their students reading skills using a variety of
strategies including setting up reading clubs celebrating world book day and creating a reader friendly school brimming with top tips and
innovative advice this book will prove invaluable to teachers everywhere

Getting the Buggers to Read 2nd Edition 2008-08-20
welcome to the wild and wicked words of benjamin zephaniah you ll find loads of cool people who make up our world in this rapping
happening hip hop collection from the south pole to mongolia and the himalayas this is a real world tour of poems about people and places
cultures and nationalities across our planet includes poems about inuits celts the history of britain maories the dalai lama the north and
south poles and much more a rhyming round the world trip poems that bounce up from the page and demand to be read rapped sung and
hip hopped aloud independent on sunday

Chicken Poems 2000-08-03
a celebratory anthology of the best of puffin poetry publishing including poems by roger mcgough michael rosen charles causley benjamin
zephaniah jackie kay spike milligan john agard brian patten allan ahlberg and kit wright each poet s work is illustrated by a different
artist such as emma chichester clark fritz wegner and korky paul
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Wicked World! 1999
an exciting and creative approaches that links literacy and oracy in a way that children will enjoy performing poetry is also proven to
boost self esteem includes audio downloadable resources with recordings of published poets and children performing their own work
activities to develop speaking and listening skills model poems from which to work guidelines for progressing through the writing and
performance process a three stage model preparation writing performing

The Puffin Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry 2013-05-13
this collection of poetry explores a variety of ordinary and extraordinary moments in life from the perspective of a mother hen and her
brood of chicks it offers a charming and unique view of the world and the joys and challenges of family life this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Page to Stage 2023-07-18
the connection between childhood and poetry runs deep and yet poetry written for children has been neglected by criticism and resists
prevailing theories of children s literature drawing on walter ong s theory of orality and on iain mcgilchrist s work on brain function this
book develops a new theoretical framework for the study of children s poetry from tongue to text argues that the poem is a multimodal
form that exists in the borderlands between the world of experience and the world of language and between orality and literacy places
that children themselves inhabit engaging with a wide range of poetry from nursery rhymes and christina rossetti to michael rosen and
carol ann duffy debbie pullinger demonstrates how these tactful works are shaped by the dynamics of orality and textuality

Mother Carey's Chickens 2017-05-04
rap along with benjamin zephaniah to the beat of his unique performance poetry poems taken mainly from the books talking turkeys and
funky chickens

From Tongue to Text: A New Reading of Children's Poetry 1997-05-01
excerpt from mother carey s chickens a book of verse mother carey s chickens when seas were calm and far away blue sky and dark blue
water met as tranquil as the day wherein there brooded not a cloudy threat they hung o er ocean s gently heaving breast flitting with
languid grace from crest to crest when waves uprearing high and fierce curved stalwart necks in wild disdain the little waifs yet onward
plied tangle in nets of flying mane hoping perchance to find at last a nest in the vague distance of the gray bound west about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
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an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Funky Turkeys 2015-07-19
this book summarizes the lives of the great black people that have made great contributions to the lives of many worldwide the book has
brief detailed biographies of black activists scientists educators entertainers musicians inventors politicians authors sportsmen women
and others who have surpassed the normal to make historical marks on society the biographical account of each individual provides
relevant dates events and achievements by the individual there are pictures and excellent drawings that highlight particular moments in
history this is one of the greatest pieces of work on black history and it will appeal to everyone including students groups universities
libraries schools and anyone interested in history of black people in the world

Mother Carey's Chickens 2014-06-13
a great new collection of poetry wide ranging in both form and subject matter full of brian patten s wonderful wit and moments of beauty
as in geraniums in the snow like children snuggling down under a white duvet slowly the red geraniums vanish under the snow brilliantly
complemented by chris riddell s illustrations

The Greatest Black Achievers in History 2000-04-06
in these pages you will find poems about an itch an afternoon of play the joys of surfing the internet the fear of an injection going on a
picnic buses holidays racial discrimination frogs rats and lizards and almost anything you can think of this lively and inspiring collection of
poems for children is an introduction to the variety and sheer joy of poetry

Juggling with Gerbils 2015-03-08
an illustrated collection of poems by famous children s poets

Twelve Poems About Chickens 2005-08-24
it s finally summer and amber brown is going to london to visit her aunt pam and then to paris to visit with her father she is one excited
kid before she goes and one itchy kid when she arrives mosquito bites she thinks chicken pox she finds out is her vacation completely
ruined and now that she can t go to paris how will she be able to convince her dad to move back home
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Puffin Book Of Poetry For Children 1999
this anthology has been revised and updated and now features contemporary poets such as benjamin zephaniah and grace nichols sitting
alongside the classic voices of thomas hardy and w b yeats

The Puffin Twentieth-century Collection of Verse 2006-09-07
black authors and illustrators of books for children and young adults is a biographical dictionary that provides comprehensive coverage of
all major authors and illustrators past and present as the only reference volume of its kind available this book is a valuable research tool
that provides quick access for anyone studying black children s literature whether one is a student a librarian charged with maintaining a
children s literature collection or a scholar of children s literature the fourth edition of this renowned reference work illuminates african
american contributions to children s literature and books for young adults the new edition contains updated and new information for
existing author illustrator entries the addition of approximately 50 new profiles and a new section listing online resources of interest to
the authors and readers of black children s literature

You Can't Eat Your Chicken Pox, Amber Brown 1999
discusses children s poetry the techniques and forms of poetry and related topics and provides advice for teachers on such aspects of
using poetry in the classroom as reading aloud dramatization and student poetry writing

The Puffin Book of Twentieth-century Children's Verse 2006-12-21
this book invites the reader to jump into a selection of humorous and nonsensical poems written by people from different places and times
it gives the reader the keys needed to unlock poems it equips the reader to explore the meanings that a poem has and it explains the
techniques poets use to create their effects

Black Authors and Illustrators of Books for Children and Young Adults 1994
ellray jakes is tired of being bullied by fellow classmate jared matthews but when ellray tries to defend himself he winds up in trouble
then his dad offers him a deal if he stays out of trouble for one week they ll go to disneyland ellray says he can do it but saying it and
doing it are two very different things

Featherbrains 2003
carry me away beyond the cusp of the hemisphere all the way back to the start of time the start of time and the start of poetry are very
tightly entwined whether you subscribe to a big bang or the touch of a creator either event yields images at once breathtaking and diffi
cult to describe in other words poems still we try our best from the most renowned poet to the youngest schoolchild we are all searching
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for meaning and in those few fl eeting moments when we feel like perhaps we ve unearthed some small explanatory fragment our instincts
are the same to take up a pen and share what we ve discovered with those we know and love this collection is my attempt to share the few
small truths i ve stumbled upon during my journey from here to wherever i m headed

Poems Please! 2015-05-07
a feel good story about josh and his cantankerous pet hen semolina semolina can talk and in return for prawn crackers and the odd beer
she tells josh all the animal gossip the problem is that no one believes she can talk and josh s warning about a fox on the loose in the
chicken house is laughed at until it is too late underscored by the drama of josh s mother having to stay in hospital until her new baby is
born son we re not good layers this has a humorous folksy feel that will appeal to 9 11 year olds

Humorous and Nonsensical Poems 2011-05-12
a collection of children s poetry written in the twentieth century

EllRay Jakes Is Not a Chicken 2016-07-08
a joy to read with small children independent an uplifting celebration of nature and the wonder of the world around us by legendary poet
and performer benjamin zephaniah one of the times top 50 british post war writers at the bottom of my garden there s a hedgehog and a
frog and a lot of creepy crawlies living underneath a log all around us from parks to gardens and flowerpots to pavements there s a world
of wonder just waiting to be discovered why not look a little closer and see what you find this joyful celebration of nature reminds us all to
take a closer look at the world around us and enjoy the wonder of nature wherever we find it packed with animals and minibeasts galore
this imaginative rhyming text is perfect for reading aloud

Chicken Feet 2008
utterly brilliant poetry i is an amazing celebration a wonderful collection of poems by ten outstanding poets there is something here for all
the family to share and enjoy time after time there are ten sections in the book all illustrated in glorious full colour by a different
illustrator each as varied in their style as the poets and an interview with the relevant poet begins each section so you can find out a little
more about them the mix of vibrant colours and highly individual voices make this unique poetry collection truly and utterly brilliant

Chicken Feathers 1991
trapped behind the barbed wire fence of tweedy s farm fearing for their very lives ginger bunty babs and fowler are chickens with a
mission ginger and her fellow flock are determined to make a break for freedom before they end up in the evil mrs tweedy s chicken pie
machine but every escape goes fowl when they are caught out by the oafish mr tweedy when an all american flying rooster named rocky
makes a crash landing into the farm however ginger sees her chance these chickens won t cross the road they ll fly the coop together they
prove that chickens are anything but as they engage in a daring and spectacular escape
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The Puffin Book of Twentieth-century Children's Verse 2021-04-01
excerpt from prairie chickens i see and love to see them for the pleasure yields i hear and love to hear them while i may i meet and love to
meet them and i greet and love to greet them but i miss my prairie chickens every day about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Nature Trail 1990

Winter Chickens and Other Poems 1999

Go Books 2000

The Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry 2013

Chicken Shift 2000

Chicken Run Fun Book 2017-05-23

Prairie Chickens (Classic Reprint)
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